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Situation and Context for Information Literacy  

 Woodinville Montessori School (WMS) is a pre-K to 9
th
 grade school that is based on the 

Montessori education method.  WMS has four educational programs: early childhood (ages 3-6), 

lower elementary (ages 7-9), upper elementary (ages 10-12), and junior high (ages 12-15).  In 

2006, WMS added a school library, but there is currently no teacher librarian and no formal 

information literacy training.  This prospectus will outline an information literacy program 

within the context of the WMS junior high curriculum that assumes a teacher librarian has just 

been hired. The junior high academic year is divided into five seven-week cycles, which consists 

of five weeks of focused study, one week of presentations and assessment, and one week of 

immersion.  The core areas of study include math, language, writing, science, humanities, and 

performing and visual arts.
1
 

 A successful information literacy program is anchored in an information literacy process 

as well as real curricular and personal needs.
2
 This helps provide a framework for students of all 

levels to solve information problems while grounding that framework in what the school is 

already doing and connecting the framework to real concerns.  The Research Cycle, developed 

by James McKenzie, will be the backbone of WMS’s program because of the alignment with 

Montessori educational philosophy through its emphasis on the student’s role in the process and 

the idea of scaffolding, or providing sufficient structure for students without destroying their 

initiative and motivation.
3
  The Research Cycle encompasses 7 steps: (1) Questioning, (2) 

                                                             
1 Junior High - wms. (n.d.). . Retrieved June 4, 2009, from 

http://www.woodinvillemontessori.org/QuickPlace/wms/PageLibrary852574E500627385.nsf/h_51678DC2884E702
6852574E50063292C/e3b397557135a4f3852574e500632932/?OpenDocument.  
2 Eisenberg, Michael B. and Robert E. Berkowtiz. ―Implementing the Big6: Context, Context, Context.‖ Teaching 

Information & Technology Skills: The Big6 in Elementary Schools. Worthington, OH: Linworth, 1999. pp. 33-41. 
3
 McKenzie, Jamie. Chapter 19: Scaffolding for Success. From Beyond Technology: Questioning, Research, and the 

Information Literate School Community. Bellingham, WA: FNO Press. 

http://www.woodinvillemontessori.org/QuickPlace/wms/PageLibrary852574E500627385.nsf/h_51678DC2884E7026852574E50063292C/e3b397557135a4f3852574e500632932/?OpenDocument
http://www.woodinvillemontessori.org/QuickPlace/wms/PageLibrary852574E500627385.nsf/h_51678DC2884E7026852574E50063292C/e3b397557135a4f3852574e500632932/?OpenDocument
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Planning, (3) Gathering, (4) Sorting, (5) Synthesizing, (6) Evaluating, and (7) Reporting.
4
  In the 

Montessori classroom, where students have a great deal of flexibility to take initiative, teachers 

should help students identify the stages of the model they are using on the individual projects 

they are engaged in and explain that to achieve an end result, they might have to go through 

several cycles of the model.  This prospectus is about implementing the Research Cycle process 

for the Woodinville Montessori junior high classroom.  

 

Vision  

Woodinville Montessori School’s information literacy program envisions an environment where 

all students are engaged and empowered lifelong learners who are able to effectively access, use, 

synthesize, and evaluate information from a variety of sources.  Teachers will guide and nurture 

students to develop a passion for knowledge and facilitate growth of their mental, physical, 

social, and emotional capabilities.    

This program will support the values of Montessori education in the following ways: 

 Students will move at their own pace 

 Students will develop self-discipline and a love of learning  

 Students will use complex thinking skills to become active learners   

 Students will develop mastery of skills by teaching younger students 

 Students will take initiative to seek out research interests 

 Teachers will help foster community awareness and social responsibility in students 

 Teachers will respect the individual needs and interests of students 

 Teachers and students will work collaboratively together 

 Information literacy will be infused throughout every aspect of the curriculum 

The program will be known for its student-centered and context-based approach to information 

literacy.  Teachers will facilitate students to become deeply engaged in their work, weaving 

together emotional involvement (enjoyment of the work) with cognitive involvement (rational 

                                                             
4 McKenzie, Jamie. Chapter 8: The Research Cycle. From Beyond Technology: Questioning, Research, and the 

Information Literate School Community. Bellingham, WA: FNO Press. 
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and goal-directed thinking), a winning combination for creating lifelong learners.
5
  WMS’s 

information literacy program will be a regional model Montessori program for educational 

excellence and student engagement. 

 

Goals and Objectives  

Goal 1: Acknowledge the need for information
6
 

Objective 1.1: Ask questions about what the information need  

Objective 1.2: Refine questions to accurately reflect the information need 

Objective 1.3: Write core statement defining the information need  

Objective 1.4: Outline a strategy to address the information need 

Goal 2: Learn how information is organized 

Objective 2.1: Brainstorm possible starting places for information 

Objective 2.2: Be familiar with the organizational scheme for those sources 

Objective 2.3: Be prepared to continue learning as organizational scheme changes 

Goal 3: Search for information effectively 

Objective 3.1: Identify search strategies  

Objective 3.2: Pick the search strategy that best addresses information need 

Objective 3.3: Revise the search strategy to refine results 

Goal 4: Locate information effectively 

Objective 4.1: Determine the best sources for the information need 

                                                             
5 Environments: University of Utah News Release: May 16, 2005. (n.d.). . Retrieved June 4, 2009, from 

http://web.utah.edu/unews/releases/05/may/environments.html.  
6 Information Literacy Goals and Objectives. (n.d.). . Retrieved June 4, 2009, from 

http://www.fiu.edu/~library/ili/goals.html. 
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Objective 4.2: Access sources based on knowledge of organizational schemes  

Objective 4.3: Change sources if information is not found 

Goal 5: Determine useful and necessary information 

Objective 5.1: Give cursory glance of information to determine relevance 

Objective 5.2: Read abstract, table of contents, summary, and index for further assessment 

Objective 5.3: Thoroughly review information  

Goal 6: Synthesize information into coherent work 

Objective 6.1: Summarize and paraphrase key information 

Objective 6.2: Complete initial draft of work 

Objective 6.3: Revise and modify work as needed  

Goal 7: Evaluate work for its accuracy and significance 

Objective 7.1: Review core statement of information need 

Objective 7.2: Compare each part of completed work to core statement 

Objective 7.3: Use assessment rubric to evaluate work, if provided 

Objective 7.4: Reflect on strengths and weaknesses of completed work 

Goal 8: Present information to peers 

Objective 8.1: Focus on the message rather than the presentation 

Objective 8.2: Break people’s attention with element of unexpectedness 

Objective 8.3: Use concrete, vivid details to appeal to audience 

Objective 8.4: Practice and rehearse presentation to smaller audience first 

Goal 9: Demonstrate self-motivation and responsibility for learning 

Objective 9.1: Always find one aspect of information need that is personally motivating 

Objective 9.2: Determine timeline of project 
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Goal 10: Work collaboratively with others 

Objective 10.1: Brainstorm possible ideas of all group members  

Objective 10.2: Designate tasks for each member 

Objective 10.3: Delegate work expected for each member 

Objective 10.4: Recognize and acknowledge strengths and weaknesses 

Activities  

Date Action Resources and 

Checklist of 

By whom Assessment Research 

Cycle Step 

Fall 

2009 

Week 0 

Junior High 

academic teams 

meet to analyze 

curricular unit in 

terms of the 

Research Cycle 

model 

The Research 

Cycle on hand 

Junior High 

academic 

curriculum 

Junior High 

academic 

team; Teacher 

librarian 

Spreadsheet 

of timeline, 

activities, and 

goals  

Planning 

Fall 

2009 

Week 0 

Half day of 

training for 

teachers, 

classroom 

assistants, 

specialists, and 

curricular 

administrators 

about the 

Research Cycle 

process 

The Research 

Cycle on hand 

Information 

literacy curricular 

objectives 

Speaker from 

library that has an 

information 

literacy program 

Hands-on 

activities that 

directly address 

each step of the 

research cycle 

Academic units 

get together to 

map projects from 

curriculum to the 

Research Cycle 

Teacher 

librarian 

Administrator 

Speakers 

Curriculum 

mapped out to 

Research 

Cycle 

(brainstorm 

stage) 

Data of who 

attended the 

workshop 

Planning 

 Finding a book 

in the school 

Library catalog Teacher Exit Ticket: 

students leave 

Gathering 
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Fall 

2009 

Week 2 

library Computer 

Projector  

List of books 

related to research 

project with call 

number pointed 

out 

Students bring list 

of types of books 

they are interested 

in finding 

librarian 

Classroom 

teachers 

with 3 books 

Fall 

2009 

Week 3 

Visit from a 

KCLS public 

librarian about 

using databases 

available at the 

library and 

choosing the 

right database 

KCLS public 

librarian 

Computers 

Internet access 

KCLS public 

librarian 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teachers 

Students 

make list of 

which 

databases 

would be 

useful for 

their 

individual 

project 

Questioning 

Planning 

Gathering 

Fall 

2009  

Week 4 

Strategic 

keyword 

searching  

Computers 

Slips of paper 

with keywords 

about specific 

topic, including 

broader terms and 

narrower terms 

for activity 

Students bring 

their topic for 

research project 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teachers 

Survey that 

elicits what 

students 

already do 

and know 

Students 

choose 

keywords 

related to 

research topic 

that gets 

checked off 

by teacher 

Gathering 

Fall 

2009 

Week 5 

Forming 

essential 

research 

questions  

1 page handout of 

research topics 

and example 

questions to ask 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teacher 

Students think 

of 3 possible 

research 

questions 

Questioning 

Fall 

2009 

Week 6 

Visit from 

University of 

Washington – 

Bothell 

academic 

Computers 

UW-Bothell 

academic librarian 

UW-Bothell 

academic 

librarian 

Teacher 

Students 

report what 

part of 

academic 

library would 

Questioning 

Planning 
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librarian to talk 

about using 

academic 

libraries to 

develop research 

Handout about 

services of 

academic libraries 

 

librarian be most useful 

to their 

project 

Gathering 

 

Fall 

2009 

Week 6 

Determining 

expert print and 

online sources 

for a research 

project 

Bogus websites 

Computers 

Internet access 

Display of books 

that range from 

helpful to not 

helpful on a 

specific topic 

Teacher 

librarian 

Students 

identify 5 

things to 

check for in 

order to verify 

expertise of 

source 

Gathering 

Fall 

2009 

Week 7 

Booktalks about 

curricular 

resources related 

to project 

Books related to 

research project 

 

Teacher 

librarian 

Students 

check out 

books that are 

of interest to 

them 

Gathering 

Fall 

2009 

Week 8 

Organized note-

taking 

List of possible 

note-taking 

methods 

Note cards 

Computers 

Internet access 

Note-taking 

website 

Highlighters 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teacher 

Students 

decide which 

note-taking 

method is best 

for them 

Sorting 

Synthesizing 

Fall 

2009 

Week 9 

Paraphrasing 

and 

summarizing 

information and 

avoiding 

plagiarism  

Examples of 

plagiarism 

 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teacher 

Students 

summarize a 

paragraph 

from a book 

they are 

reading which 

gets checked 

by teacher 

Synthesizing 

Fall 

2009 

Citing sources 

and creating 

bibliographies 

APA and MLA 

handbook to use 

Teacher 

librarian 

Students cite 

3 sources 

they’ve used 

Sorting 

Reporting 
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Week 10 as example 

Computers 

Internet access 

Website that helps 

students cite 

sources 

from their 

project 

Fall 

2009 

Week 11 

Giving effective 

presentations 

6 commercials on 

DVD 

DVD player 

TV 

props 

List of 

presentation 

techniques 

Teacher 

librarian 

Students write 

down 

brainstorm of 

ways to use 

each of the 

presentation 

techniques in 

their own 

presentation 

Reporting 

     Reporting 

Fall 

2009 

Week 12 

Self-evaluation 

techniques 

List of self-

evaluation 

techniques 

Teacher 

librarian 

Classroom 

teacher 

Students 

evaluate 

themselves on 

a recent 

project 

Evaluating 

Sample Lesson  

LESSON: ―Advertising 101: Principles of Presentation Success‖ 

OVERVIEW 

Students will learn how to make an effective presentation using six principles: Simplicity, 

Unexpectedness, Concreteness, Credibility, Emotions, and Stories. 

CONCEPTS  

Reporting, presentation, presentation tools, advertising 

TIME REQUIRED 

One forty-five minutes class period 
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GRADE LEVEL 

Junior High 

OBJECTIVES 

Students will be able to:  

 Organize information into a compelling oral presentation 

 Identify principles of presentation SUCCESs: Simplicity, Unexpectedness, Concreteness, 

Credibility, Emotions, and Stories
7
   

 Anchor the lesson in the Reporting part of the Research Cycle 

MATERIALS 

 Computers with internet connection and DVD drive 

 6 commercials on DVD that illustrate six principles: simplicity, unexpectedness, 

concreteness, credibility, emotions, and stories 

 Drawstring bag 

 Small piece of paper for every student 

 Props 

 Dress-up clothes 

 Puppets 

 Six principles worksheet 

 Video Camera (optional) 

PREPARATION 

Make sure the commercials are ready to be shown and that the computer/DVD player is working 

properly. 

Have small pieces of paper for every student ready for them when they walk in the door. 

Have video camera ready to go (if videotaping). 

                                                             
7
 Heath, C. and Heath, D. (2007). Made to Stick: Why Some Ideas Survive and Others Die. Random House: New 

York. 
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PROCEDURE 

1. Have every student write down things they’d like to buy if they had the money and put 

them in a drawstring bag 

2. Have students watch 6 commercials 

3. Ask students in large group discussion to list things they remember about each 

commercial   

4. Explain the SUCCESs principle of presentation success.  After discussing each, have 

students match the things they remembered from the six commercials to the principles. 

a. Simplicity: Find the core of what you want to talk about. Be able to summarize 

what you’re talking about in one sentence. 

b. Unexpectedness: Break people’s attention. Surprise gets people’s attention and 

interest keeps our attention. 

c. Concreteness: If you examine something with your senses, it’s concrete. 

d. Credibility: The power of vivid details.  Contextualize your presentation in 

human, everyday terms. 

e. Emotions: Appeal to what people are interested in. 

f. Stories: There are 3 main plots to every story—challenge, connection, and 

creativity. Challenge stories involve daunting obstacles, Connection stories 

involve people who develop relationships that bridge a gap, and Creativity 

involves people who solve a problem in an innovative way.  

5. Break students into teams of three or six students, depending on the size of the class.  

(There should be about 3-4 teams total).   

6. Have each team pull a piece of paper out of the bag. 

7. Instruct students that each team will be making a 2-3 minute (tops) commercial for 

whatever item they pulled out of the bag.  Each person on the team is responsible for 

incorporating one to two of the SUCCESs principles into the commercial (one to two 

items depending on whether the team is 3 or 6). 

8. Give students 10-15 minutes to prepare their commercial. Pull out props, dress-up 

clothes, and puppets for them to use. (With warning, if used ineffectively, they will be 

taken away). 
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9. Each student must fill out the sheet with a description of the strategies that are used in 

their team’s commercial. 

10. Have students present commercials. 

11. (Optional step) Videotape the commercials.  

12. Give students six different noisemaking devices. Instruct them to make the noise 

whenever they see a particular strategy being demonstrated.        

CLOSURE 

Go over expectations of their research project presentation and review the six principles again.  

For homework, have them brainstorm ways that they can incorporate the different strategies for 

their individual presentations (on the same principles worksheet, underneath the part where they 

listed their commercial’s strategies).  

ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION 

Exit Ticket: Students will have filled out worksheet with presentation strategies for their 

commercial. 

Methods of Assessment (250 words) 

Assessment of the information literacy program will align with Montessori holistic and student-

centered principles of teaching and learning.  A holistic assessment model emphasizes the 

overall, big-picture results compiled from many different individual parts.
8
  This means that 

students, teachers, and administrators will all participate in the assessment process and that the 

combination of their particular evaluations will inform the assessment of the information literacy 

program as a whole.  Students are asked to demonstrate and assess their own learning through 

teacher-guided rubrics, self-observation, and process-folios that contain a student’s final project 

as well as items that ―provide evidence of the processes used in the development of such items.‖
9
 

Students are also asked to participate in annual student assessment surveys. Teachers are asked 

to provide written observations of students engaged in the research process, develop rubrics for 

                                                             
8 Worsnop, C. (n.d.). Some Important Media Education Assessment Terms | Teaching Backgrounder. Retrieved June 

4, 2009, from http://www.media-

awareness.ca/english/resources/educational/teaching_backgrounders/media_literacy/assessment_terms.cfm. 
9
 Eisenberg, Michael B.; Lowe, Carrie A., Spitzer, Kathleen L. (2004). Information Literacy: Essential Skills for the 

Information Age. Westport, CT: Libraries Unlimited, 2nd edition, p. 104.   
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research projects, complete self-assessment of their own work, attend professional development 

workshops on information literacy, and participate in an annual review about the information 

literacy program.  Administrators are asked to track data of students using the library and 

resources that are checked out, train teachers and classroom assistants on information literacy, 

track attendance at professional develop workshops, and develop an annual review process.
10

    

 

Conclusion 

This initial framework for a junior high information literacy program at Woodinville 

Montessori School uses the Research Cycle within the context of students’ research projects.  

This will help students identify concrete and practical ways that directly align principles of 

information literacy to their own lives, research, and interests.  The overall aim of an information 

literacy program should be to foster an appreciation for and commitment to lifelong learning, 

which is exactly what this program attempts to do. 

                                                             
10 Information Literacy Program Assessment, Kraemer Family Library. (n.d.). . Retrieved June 4, 2009, from 

http://www.uccs.edu/~library/services/infolit/assessment.html. 
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